THE CAPPED CAP IS OPTIONAL.
5 TANKS SHOWN WITH 16" LOCKING COVER.
4 TANKS ARE BUILT PER ASME D-1998
ON ALL SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS
3 FLEXIBLE EXPANSION JOINTS MUST BE USED.
2 TANKS) MUST BE INSTALLED PER ASSMANN
I LOCATE FITTINGS FROM PLAN VIEW.
NOTES:
CALCULATED GALLONS IN BASIN: 478 GALLONS
CALCULATED GALLONS PER INCH: 7.35 GPI
2 SECONDARY
CALCULATED GALLONS IN BODY: 430 GALLONS
CALCULATED GALLONS PER INCH: 621 GPI
1 PRIMARY
NOTES:

PUMP SHELF
12" DEEP
47.5" DIA.
621 GPI
PRIMARY

SECONDARY
7.35 GPI

OPENING
43.75" DIA.
16" LEVER
LOCKING COVER
MOLDED IN

16" LEVER
LOCKING COVER
MOLDED IN

76', OVERALL HEIGHT
65'
65'
76'
12.5'
7.5'
3.5'
0.0"